In this note, we shall announce some results on differentiable actions of SO(n), SU(w) and Sp(w) on manifolds. Since the detailed proofs are too long to be included here, we shall publish them elsewhere. THEOREM 
Let <j> be a differentiable action of SO(n), (S\J(n), Sp(w)) on an m-dim manifold M
m where well and m^(«-l) 2 /4 (n^8 and mS(n -l) 2 /2, n^S and m^(n -l) 2 A pre-G-space with (Hi), (H 2 ) as the isotropy subgroup types is an object *=
{B,i,t,(f:4->k\L),(g:4-+t)}
satisfying the following four conditions: (i) B is an n-dim compact connected manifold with boundary and £ is a differentiable G/i?i-bundle over B with N(Hi)/Hi as the structural group. | is the principal iV(Hi)/iTi-bundle associated with £.
( 
where M<H 2 ) is the union of all singular orbits.
Conversely, for a given pre-G-space <£, there is a unique equivalence class <j> of differentiable action of G on a compact connected manifold M such that the above conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are verified.
Consider the set of all equivalence classes of differentiable actions of G on compact connected manifolds with (Hi), (i? 2 ) as the isotropy subgroup types such that the associated pre-G-spaces have isomorphic £, J and diffeomorphic B, L. Since g is completely determined by ƒ as we remarked before, the actions are completely distinguished by the reductions/: t?->|| L.
Under these circumstances, the reduction ƒ : *}-*||L is called the "twist invariant" of a differentiable G-action <f>. By [14] , the "twist invariant" is represented as a homotopy class of cross-sections of the fibre bundle
Applying Theorem 3 to fixed point free actions of SO(n) (SU(n), Sp(w)) on {In -1)- ((4^ -1)-, (8w -1)-1 Now, let us study differentiable actions of compact connected classical groups on spheres with three types of orbits such that one of them is fixed point.
Let <t> be a differentiable action of SO(w) (SU(w), Sp(w)) on a homotopy sphere S w for m<3n -6 (m<6n-9, m<12n~15 Combining the results of [S], [7] , [9] with Theorems 4 and 5, we have theoretically completed the classification of differentiable actions of SO(w), SU(rc) and Sp(w) on homotopy spheres in the following range: SO(n) actions on w-spheres f or n â 11 and m < 3n -6, SU(w) actions on m-spheres f or n è 8 and m < 6n -9, Sp(w) actions on m-spheres for n â 8 and m < Yin -IS.
